THE USE OF GOOGLE DIGITAL TOOLS DURING LEARNING ENGLISH IN HIGHER EDUCATION INSTITUTIONS

ВИКОРИСТАННЯ ЦИФРОВИХ ІНСТРУМЕНТІВ GOOGLE ПІД ЧАС ВИВЧЕННЯ АНГЛІЙСЬКОЇ МОВИ У ЗАКЛАДАХ ВИЩОЇ ОСВІТИ

The article is devoted to one of the most pressing problems of modern higher education. In connection with the digitalization of society, teachers are required to use as widely as possible all available and possible resources for teaching. The special requirements of society require the ability of teachers to use the latest digital tools, including Google tools. This article highlights the main features and peculiarities of using some Google applications. The structural components of applications and their use are covered. Basic applications are Google Class, Google Meeting, Google Forms and Google Slides. The most important of them is undoubtedly the Google class, as the basis of all distance learning. The teacher can post various tasks, supporting materials, illustrations, videos and add links to tests, surveys and more. Of course, there are various analogues of this application, but this one is convenient, easy to administer, clear and universal.

In second place in the hierarchy is Google Meet. This is a live application for online classes, group and individual consultations, tests and exams. At the heart of this application is the possibility of live virtual communication with the effect of presence. Classes can be conducted as close as possible to offline lessons. The teacher can make the presentation more interesting by using the "screen demonstration" function and using another Google Slides application. It is a well-known fact that most teachers and students use PowerPoint to create and display presentations. But it should be noted that Google Slides is not inferior to him. It has all the same features, but the undisputed ability is the feature to create, edit, play and save presentations on the cloud, without using memory on your computer or mobile device. The last application that we will consider in this article is Google Forms. Many teachers have long abandoned the control of students' knowledge on paper and are increasingly using online testing platforms in their work. The use of Google forms simplifies the process of testing knowledge, reduces the amount of time the teacher spends on testing work and significantly digitizes the learning process. Based on the analysis of information sources and personal experience, the method of using digital applications is substantiated. It is also noted that this study combines methodological, theoretical and methodical aspects.
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Problem statement in general form and its relation to important practical tasks. At this stage of educational development, modern learning tools are becoming indispensable. During the pandemic, we had to process a huge amount of information in a short period of time, learn to work with a variety of programs and applications. Today, it is impossible to imagine the learning process without the Internet and Google. Higher education institutions had to adapt to the new conditions as soon as possible and take...
the teaching process to a new level, online. Google has offered us a whole platform to use, Google for Education. Everyone has used Gmail to correspond for emails and communicate with students, Google calendar to schedule classes, etc.

G Suite for Education is a free set of communication and collaboration tools, including different solutions that allow students and teachers to work and learn together wherever they are and expanding learning opportunities for future generations. Google for Edu is easy-to-use cloud solution that enhances workflow efficiency and provides educators with the resources to create leadership training strategies. Google for Education is a tool with best-in-class security, flexible access control and access policies. With easy setup, G Suite for Education simplifies repetitive tasks and makes learning easier. The system is updated automatically, providing students and teachers with the latest features.

Learning how to use Google apps correctly for effective learning is a top priority for educators. The problem of working with them properly is one of the most acute nowadays.

An analysis of recent research and publications. It can be mentioned several studies related to Google Apps in education. The studies included using Google Apps for various settings that involves higher educations, medical course and school (Al-Emran & Iqbal, 2016; Lawrence & Lee, 2016; Zhou et al., 2012; Railean, 2012). It reported complimentary impact and was submitted as a pedagogical model that established student-centred and collaborative learning (Ferreira, 2014). Whilst, Railean (2012) posited it as a significant tool to elaborate knowledge and social skills. Google Apps have a notably sway on performing the work in the higher educational settings (Al-Emran & Iqbal, 2016). Students also showed encouraging participation in their learning (Zhou et al., 2012; Lawrence & Lee, 2016). Google Apps compromise to learners and teachers’ communicational tools that can be used as collaborative scenarios to introduce, drill and assess any language topic (Railean, 2012).

Emphasizing previously unresolved parts of the common problem. There has been no detailed investigation of using these apps in practice. Data about the efficacy of Google applications are limited, so the use of Google applications is studied by different people, but we want to reveal in more detail the possibilities of their use on the example of our subject, English. Each subject has its own characteristics of teaching, learning and mastering, that’s why it is incredibly important to explore this problem from this point of view. Many teachers use these technologies in practice and therefore multilateral research on this issue is very important. It is also very important to explore the possibility of collaboration between different Google applications for the best collaboration between students and teachers. In general, the issue of the use of digital Google tools in higher education institutions is not sufficiently studied, because the digitalization of studying has recently become an integral part of education.

Formulation of the article’s goals. This research examines the emerging role of Google applications in the context of teaching English in higher education. This article will discuss in detail the method of using the following applications: Google class, Google meet, Google forms, Google Slides.

Presentation of the basic research material. The growth of technology has changed almost every part of the world including education [8]. Google Apps for Education is a core suite of productivity applications that Google offers to educational. These communication and collaboration apps include Gmail, Calendar, Drive, Docs and Sites. All of these applications exists completely online (or in the cloud), meaning that all creations can be accessed from any device with an Internet connection [7].

G Suite for Education give us a chance to enhance education with free and easy-to-use tools for learning. It’s a great ability to use enable seamless collaboration that means that you can easily collaborate together with every one of your students. These applications give the teachers a wonderful chance to boost productivity giving them easy-to-use tools to help simplify tasks and save time. Also it helps to communicate flexibly via connecting your institution with email, chat, and video. It helps you to organize your work by building to-do lists, creating task reminders, scheduling meetings, keeping on top of tasks. Moreover, the very important thing is to protect data and personal information. G Suite for Education has safeguard against digital threats with best-in-class, multilayered security [6].

The future of cutting-edge education is likely to be driven by to the amenability to familiarize and cultivate with the use of technologies in tutoring, literacy, and survey. Google Apps for Education (GAFE) is the vital pall-computing result that works for scholars anyhow of their position, time, or the type of device being used. GAFE is used by thousands of universities worldwide to make actual use of collaboration tools for scholars and faculties, with the primary ideal of increasing tutoring and literacy. GAFE is used to advance course websites, as a supplement to out-of-date classroom instruction, with the end of delivering coursework to scholars. For this exploration study, a group of computer wisdom scholars from the University of Ghana were surveyed to understand the waves of GAFE use on their performance and consummation. The study was conducted after in-class arrangement of GAFE during the fall 2013 semester. When asked if using the GAFE-grounded course website enhanced their performance, over 84 answered “yes”. Also, about 91 of the actors signposted that
they were more fulfilled with the courses using GAFE than those using traditional styles of instruction with no or moderate use of technology, where the least proportion of content is delivered online; the enduring 9 noted that they were relatively mollified. Overall, the repliers were satisfied to some degree [10].

In your practice you can use such apps like:

- **Google Drive** – to store materials, files, textbooks, student work, tests and more;
- **Google Docs** – create and edit a variety of materials, share it with students, and sometimes give them editing rights;
- **Google Slides** – create presentations for classes;
- **Google Form** – creating online testing for control, can be used for exams;
- **Google Sheets**;
- **Google Drawings** – create different kinds of clarity;
- **Google class** – the most important application; here you create your own virtual classroom, manage all aspects of learning;
- **Google Keep** – to make some notes;
- **Google meet** – for online classes and personal consultations;
- **And other.**

Google Classroom is the most important from all apps. Let’s start from general features. Using GClass you can: twitch a video meeting right there without switching separately; construct and manage classes, assignments, and grades online; enlarge materials to your assignments, such as YouTube videos, a Google Forms survey, and other objects from Google Drive; provide direct, instantaneous feedback; use the class stream to post announcements and involve students in discussions; ask parents and guardians to sign up for email summaries with a student’s upcoming or missing work.

**Fig. 1. Example of Google class**

It is very simple to craft and to custom. Here all vacant features are integrated. Once a new course space is created, the instructor can see three taps. These are pigeon-holed as about, students and stream. In the same page, on the bottom of the right side, he or she can see a plus sign. If the instructor clicks on it, four different tabs will open named reuse post, create question, create assignment and create announcement. A teacher can possess all files in the Google Drive.

With this application you can create virtual classes for each of your groups. Next, you need to add your students there by following the link. Even before the students join, you can start filling the classroom with a variety of materials. By teaching a foreign language you can create a separate topic with grammar materials. These can be signs, video explanations, audio, examples and more. You can also add links to videos with useful vocabulary, where native speakers explain what we cannot explain. In practice, many teachers post different types of homework in the Google classroom with explanations. We also use this opportunity to create tasks to complete missed classes. In addition, there you can attach links to tests, create a file with co-editing and more. If we talk about administration, it is very easy to see the assessments, completed and uncompleted tasks, and to monitor their implementation.

In Google Class students can track classwork and acquiesce assignments, check ingenuity, response, and marks, share resources, relate in the class stream.

“Google meet” can be loosely described as an application for providing online classes. The link for the conference can be easily added in the Google classroom for each of the groups on the main page. Everyone in the class can see this link there at any minute.

**Fig. 2. Link for joining to online class**

Let’s look at the features of this app. During the meeting the tutor can change the number of participants he / she sees on the screen. If you need to view one specific participant just pin him / her to your screen. If there is feedback or background noise in a call, you may want to mute other participant’s microphones and you can do this at any minute. Also the teacher can send messages during a video lesson to the students from a computer or mobile phone, tablet. We need to admit that messages are perceptible to everyone in the call. Also it’s noted that students can only view the chat messages exchanged when they are on the video call. Messages sent before they joined are not displayed, and all messages disappear when students leave the video lesson. But it need to be known that if meetings are recorded the chat conversation journal is also saved. The
teacher and students can present entire screen or a specific window in a meeting. While the participant is presenting, he/she can share information such as documents, presentations, spreadsheets, etc. It need to be stated that there is a limitation connected with screen sharing: there can be a maximum of up to 10 instantaneous presentations in a meeting at the same time. As it was stated previously, the each meeting can be recorded. Recordings contain the active speaker and anything that’s presented and are saved to the organizer’s GDrive. In Google meet exists a very important feature for the teachers. It’s a virtual white board that can be used by starting or opening a Google Jamboard while in a video lesson. A Jamboard is a virtual dry erase board where you can brainstorm ideas and notions live with other participants. One of the most important features of this app is breakout rooms. During the English lessons it can be used to check dialogical and monologue speaking, individual and group work. For instance, the teacher gives the tasks and divides students into 2 or 3 groups and creates the same amount of breakout rooms. After starting this, the teacher can connect to any room and check its work. Additional thing that students can do while the meeting is in progress is to raise a hand. It’s very beneficial when the participants have questions or need some explanations or want to answer for the teacher’s questions. To summarize, the application Google meet has many useful advantages for better studies during the pandemic and online education both for teachers and students.

Google forms can broadly be defined as the application for control and checking student’s understanding of material.

Forms provides you with opportunity to manage event registrations, produce quizzes, evaluate responses, and more. Using Google Forms you can create and analyze surveys right in your phone or via personal computer without need to use special software. The main advantage of it is that the teacher gets instant results as they come in. Also the tutor can review survey results displayed like charts and graphs. At the beginning the teacher creates a new form and add questions. There are several types of questions that English teacher can use. First of all, it’s a “short answer” questions which is used to ask student’s name, group. Also it uses when the tiny answer is needed. The second type is a “paragraph”. It can be chosen when it’s needed to check student’s writing skills. For example, your groups have to write essay, formal or informal email, letter of introduction or any other form of writing and you can do this via GForms. The next types are “with answer options”, “flags”, “down list”, “table with answer options”, “grid of flags”. These ones are used for different categories of questions for checking reading, listening, grammar and vocabulary skills. If it is needed the tutor can divide test or quiz into various sections.

It can be section with personal information, section with tasks for checking listening skills where you can add the link with audio, section with texts and questions for controlling understanding of its sense (fig. 3), section with grammar, section with vocabulary tasks (fig. 4) and section with writing. If it is required the teacher can add pictures and videos. While the forms are changing everything is automatically saved. The teacher can change settings that is required.

Google slides is an application that is used to create presentations. The teacher can construct it and present via screen sharing mode in Google meet. During online English lessons the tutor can use this app to demonstrate pages from the ebook adding needed audio or video to every task. Students use it for creating their personal presentations while they are completing individual assignments.

Conclusions. We studied the features of the use of digital Google applications in learning English. Now online education has become an integral part of the learning process. Google has created a whole system of interconnected applications for more interesting, better and more modern learning. Teachers from all over the world have faced the need for changes in teaching. The most used application is Google class, which is the basis. It is an online class where you can add tasks, monitor their performance, make changes, comment and evaluate. There you can keep an online journal and put all the grades in it. Google Meeting is used to conduct online classes in real time using the screen demonstration function. Using this application you create an opportunity to feel really presence in the class because you see the students, and they see you. The virtual board also brings students closer to the real classroom. The use of Google Slides is necessary to diversify the learning process and to work on all activities, such as speaking,
listening, reading and writing. Also, this application is indispensable in the use of new words supported by illustrations, as well as grammatical structures. As for Google forms, it is a necessary application for quality control of students’ perception of information.

To summarize, Google applications have made it possible to transfer learning to online form not only without losing the quality of education, but also by diversifying it.
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